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PB2034VXA - When Only the Best Will Do

2034VXA
Adjustable

SANDCARVING SYSTEM

In my trophy business after many years of buying equipment I have learnt (sometimes
the hard way) that when it comes to buying equipment just buy the best available that
has solid service and technical support. Last year we bought our second digital printer
and the choice became simple – Mimaki. Nothing comes close to it in performance and
solid support. I was amused to here that my Chinese Crystal contact emailed me
recently saying they now do digital printing and sent me a picture of their new pride and
joy machine. It was a Mimaki. Even the Chinese, who have a choice of about 10
different Chinese manufactured digital printers that cost a quarter of the price, bought
Mimaki.
You cannot substitute rock solid quality and performance with saving dollars on the
purchase price. In any case, usually equipment is purchased on lease so payments
are spread out and paying for top shelf gets amortized over 4 or 5 years.
But wait a minute; this article is not about digital printers it's about the world's best, by
far, Sand Blasting system on the market today. ProBlast's PB2034VXA sand Blasting
system is the system that will not let you down, will provide the fastest blast production
and will always be supported by a highly experienced Tech support team made of
master blasters who work with sand blasting every day. The choice is simple. Going
with what you know will be the best production system to maximize efficiency and
profitability. So why is the PB2034VXA the best system on the market today? Lets go
through just a few of the features.
Exclusive Electronic Height Adjustment
Exclusive Vortex Dust Extractor
Premium Hepa Filter (Non Cartridge)
Easiest Simple Filter Clean System
Quality Made Pressure Pot System
Exclusive Air Flow Curtain Window
Lockable caster wheels for easy move
High quality Industrial grade parts

Feature Highlight
Bits and Pieces.

The PB2034VXA is designed to keep going
and is a very low maintenance system.
Hoses, foot pedals, valves, connections, all
the parts that connect the system and make
it work are the best quality available. We
want your system to work, we want you to
get on with the job. The PB2034VXA will
satisfy the most stringent customer. And it
does. Even the Australian Mint use our
sand blasting systems to clean up the dies
for Australian Coins.
So we are carrying around in our pockets
the result of a PB2034VXA. Major
Australian glass artists like Holly Grace,
Kevin Gordon and Kate Baker all choose
the ProBlast Pressure Pot Systems
because they are reliable and efficient. The
PB 2034VXA is the best choice for
companies wanting the best most reliable
equipment with the best technical support.
Automatic Re-Feed Pressure Pot System
The Pressure pot is permanently housed
under the sand blasting cabinet and re-fills
itself when the pot becomes empty and this
process keeps the abrasive contained inside
the cabinet so no change over dust and fast
refill process allowing you to get back to work
fast.
Dust Extraction System
The Vortex dust extractor efficiently separates
the dust from the re-usable abrasive and

keeps you cabinet clear so you can always
see your work. The HEPA filter system keeps
the exhaust clear and clean. And IT'S
SUPRISINGLY QUIET. Switch on the sand
blaster and the lights and extraction motor
come on and you'll be surprised at how quiet
the system is when in full operation. No need
for ear plugs and no un-wanted noise in
sensitive areas.
Comfort
Keep your workers comfortable while they are
at work and you'll keep them happy. The
PB2034VXA and a hydraulic height
adjustable legs so short people and tall
people alike can set the height of the system
to their own comfort level by the turn of a
switch. Along with Padded arm rests your
operators will appreciate the care that you and
us have provided for their ergonomic comfort.
The system also comes on wheels so it is
easily movable.
Efficiency
With its 86cm x 52cm work area you can load
a bunch of glass trophies or metal panels at
one time. The system has doors on both sides
so it can be set up in a work shop where you
load the cabinet one side and unload the other
to create a good production flow.
A pressure pot system etches at about twice
the rate of a syphon system so your work gets
done twice as fast and with the clear view dust
extraction you can see what you are doing at
all time.

Auto Recycling System
Largest Work area of it’s size
Conformable Padded Arm Rests
Over Sized Viewing Window
Halogen Lights
Double Door System.
100% Seam Welded
Quality Powder Coated Cabinet
Life Time Tech Support

